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The Isabelle libraries and the Archive of Formal Proofs (AFP) contain thousands of formally checked facts (theorems, lemmata, corollaries, propositions, definitions etc.). Current
efforts for indexing and searching collections of facts revolve around two approaches. The first
approach is mathematical knowledge management (MKM), which involves abstracting mathematical knowledge in the libraries using a semantic markup language, such as OMDoc [6, 2]
or a formal meta language, such as MMT [10, 8]. The second approach is online search (i.e.,
searching libraries loaded in the active session in real-time) of Isabelle libraries using symbolic
pattern matching of strings. For instance, the Isabelle command find_theorems [19] takes a
set of criteria (e.g., keywords that must be present in fact names) as input and returns a list of
facts that explicitly match these criteria.
In certain cases, find_theorems may be limiting for the users. Inexperienced users might
have an idea of what kind of material is needed to complete their proof but not enough knowledge
of the Isabelle library organisation and naming conventions to construct effective queries for
find_theorems [7]. This limitation is exacerbated by the fact that new users are more familiar
with search interfaces akin to Google’s search box: they expect their search query to be a “bagof-words” describing in natural language the concepts or topic of their enquiry. Furthermore, in
response to their query, users expect to be presented with a list of results ordered by relevance.
The aforementioned user expectations are presently not always fulfilled by find_theorems.
First, it is not straightforward to rank by relevance results produced using strict pattern matching: many facts may match the input criteria exactly. Second, find_theorems only matches
queries to facts in libraries and theories loaded in the active session. This may be counterintuitive to new users who might be looking for facts in unloaded theories and are accustomed
to searching the entire web in fractions of a second. At the same time, users may not know in
which theory the material they are searching for is located; note that classifying mathematical
knowledge is non-trivial in principle. Third, as find_theorems is based on pattern matching
(and is even case-sensitive) it does not find results that are associated conceptually if their
names do not exactly match.
We have been investigating a new approach to indexing and searching Isabelle libraries based
on natural language. In our approach, each fact is represented by a “bag-of-words” and a set of
textual “mathematical concepts” [15, 13] (natural language phrases that refer to mathematical
objects, structures and ideas) rather than formal abstractions. Our goal is to develop and
evaluate a search engine that (1) enables efficient, offline search (search is performed on an
index with pre-computed representations so that it does not depend on the loaded theories at
each session) of facts in the Isabelle libraries and the AFP; (2) allows Isabelle users to search
the libraries using a search box (3) supports “conceptual search” by allowing Isabelle users
to search the libraries for desired facts or definitions by describing them using a bag-of-words
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and associated textual mathematical concepts; (4) presents results in order of relevance so
that Isabelle users can quickly assess the usefulness of each listed fact or definition. In this
presentation we focus on the technical challenges encountered while working towards the above
goals and introduce promising solutions.
The first challenge is offline indexing of Isabelle theories. Isabelle users interact with the
theorem prover using Isabelle’s rich syntax, which includes outer syntax commands, structured
Isar proofs and an inner syntax term language [19]. An important step in offline indexing of
Isabelle theories is extracting information from the syntax and internal state of the theorem
prover. This task is complicated for two reasons. First, it is non-trivial to write an external
parser of Isabelle’s syntax mainly because the syntax is ambiguous and valid parse trees can
only be selected after type-checking [19]. Second, useful information about facts in an Isabelle
session, such as types, can only be retrieved from the internal state of the prover, which is not
easily achieved using external tools. In order to produce an offline index of the Isabelle libraries
we developed an information extraction pipeline for Isabelle. The first stage of our pipeline
involves interpreting the PIDE [16, 17] message exchange between Isabelle and jEdit (obtained
from isabelle-dump [18]). Next, the interpreted messages are transformed into a sequence of
tokens representing Isabelle commands. The sequence of tokens is then chunked into constructs
such as theorems (and proofs), lemmata and definitions. Our pipeline supports extraction of
arbitrary feature sets from Isabelle theories using an interface akin to Map-Reduce [4].
The second challenge is that of automatically modelling mathematical knowledge by assigning concepts (keyword and phrase clouds) to Isabelle facts. Mapping mathematical concepts to
Isabelle facts enables linking natural language descriptions of the mathematical knowledge being
sought by the user to facts in the Isabelle libraries. Constructing this mapping automatically
at scale is challenging because mathematical knowledge in the libraries is almost exclusively
expressed in Isabelle’s formal language. Our approach is to construct this mapping by linking
Isabelle facts to Wikipedia articles that describe mathematical results, structures and objects.
We represent each Isabelle fact using two vectors extracted from linked Wikipedia articles. The
first representation is a vector of associated words constructed from the body and title of linked
Wikipedia articles. The second representation is a vector of associated mathematical concepts
discovered in linked articles. We discover mathematical concepts in linked Wikipedia articles
using a dictionary of 1.23 million phrases that name mathematical concepts [13]. Searching
and ranking facts and definitions using natural language representations enables us to use the
Vector Space Model (VSM) [12] to approximate topical similarity to bag-of-words queries. The
VSM is an established model of topical similarity in natural language that is known to produce
reliable rankings of search results [11, 3].
The third challenge is evaluating the effectiveness of our search engine at retrieving Isabelle
facts. The main challenge for evaluation is building a test collection for Isabelle search composed
of real-life Isabelle queries, complete with expert decisions on which facts in the libraries are
relevant to each query (also referred to as relevance judgements). In Mathematical information
retrieval (MIR), evaluation resources such as the Cambridge University MathIR Test Collection
(CUMTC) [14] and the NTCIR math track test collection [1] have facilitated comparisons
between systems [5].
We have implemented some promising solutions to the above challenges in the form of a
prototype search engine (SErAPIS: Search Engine by the Alexandria Project [9] for ISabelle)
and performed a preliminary evaluation. It is our intention to make our search engine publicly
available online1 , and procure real-life search queries and relevance judgements from the Isabelle
community to produce a resource much like the CUMTC and NTCIR test collections.
1 The

2

search engine will be available online at behemoth.cl.cam.ac.uk/serapis
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